
Delivery Management Software



$25
/ driver / 
month

An intelligent 
delivery & dispatch 

logistics system 





EFFORTLESS DISPATCHING

Have all your dispatch requests 
automatically feed into your 
system. Mange deliveries, 
customer returns, adhoc
requests, drop ship orders, 3PL 
providers. Everything made 
easy a few clicks and automate 
your entire process.



EASY LOADING

Avoid mix-ups and lost packages 
with easy with an easy option 
loading for drivers. With a few 
clicks drivers can confirm receipt 
of the packages that assigned and 
notify customers & dispatchers 
they are on their way.



REAL-TIME TRACKING

Need to know where your drivers are? 
Walking? Riding a Bike? With complete 
visibility via the driver app you can 
manage and organize you Deliveries 
with real-time information. Also full 
interactable with your Vehicle GPS 
tracking devices you can even 
consolidate sensors (i.e.. Temperature) 
into a single dashboard view.



ACCOUNTABLITY WITH SCANNING

Using the built in camera on your 
phone or tablet our driver app 
enables users to quickly scan 
packages as they pickup or 
deliver. Dispatchers can track the 
entire life cycle of the package 
while drivers can make sure it 
always gets in the right hands.



COD & PAYMENTS

Cash on Delivery (COD) and 
managing payments for deliveries 
can be a headache. Cargo enables 
full reconciliation and collection of 
COD payments from the moment 
of collection to Backend financial
reconciliation.



PROOF OF DELIVERY

Streamline your proof of delivery 
process with e-signatures, photo 
id verification, phone numbers, 
name. Completely customizable to 
meet your business requirements 
and completely automated and 
cataloged with each delivery for 
reference.



INSIGHTS & REPORTING

With Cargo you can gain valuable 
insights into the delivery process 
and where you can optimize your 
drivers, routes and order 
processes. Real-time reports, 
dashboards, analytics makes sure 
you are always on top of it!



APP INTEGRATION
Already pre-integrated with the 
Illuminate family of solutions out 
of the box you can get started 
today with a few clicks. Have your 
own internal system or want to 
connect one of your favorite 
apps? No problem! Check with us 
as we are always adding more 
integration as well with simple 
Web API’s virtually any system can 
be connected.


